
Specialist Newsletter Term 3

We trust our wonderful GWPS students have had a restful winter holiday, and 

are eager to begin with what is promising to be a term of fantastic learning 

opportunities provided by our highly motivated Specialist Team.

Before you view our Term 3 Specialist learning, we would like to take this 

opportunity to reflect on some of the amazing learning achieved in Term 2:

-Our Level 3-6 students participated in the Artist in School program where 

each students created their own wooden construction.

-The radio group have continued developing and improving their morning 

breakfast show.

-In PE our Level 3-6 students performed admirably in cross country, whilst our 

F-2 students tested themselves in a fitness challenge.

-Our Advanced Maths students participated in the Maths Olympiad.

-The School band, Junior Choir and Senior Choir have completed beautiful 

performances at various school assemblies.

Please take the time to read our Specialist Newsletter where you will discover 

what your child will be learning in the various Specialist classes this term.

Thank you,

The Specialist Team

In this Newsletter:

Overview P.1

Visual Art P.2

Music P.3-4

Languages-Mandarin P.5

Physical Education P.6

Advanced Maths P.7

Multimedia P.8

Advanced Maths P.9

IMPORTANT DATES:
4th August Junior Hoop Time

8th-10th August Chinese 

Character writing and tracing 

competition the Finals

1st August Girls AFL School Sports 

Victoria

17th August Senior Hoop Time

31st August: School Concert

25th August: Water poster competition 

due

16th September: Victorian State School 

Spectacular.



TERM 3 VISUAL ARTS

During Term 2, our highly talented students created some outstanding artworks that complimented their regular classroom learning
and focused on providing high quality learning opportunities for all our students. This whole school approach to student learning is 

what we consider to be one of our hallmarks here at GWPS. It is one of many qualities that has enabled us to become a fully 
accredited CIS school.

A highlight of Term 2 was welcoming our 2017 Artist in School resident, Anatolli . His unique teaching methods and expertise at 
woodwork ensured that all our students from Levels 3-6 experienced success using various tools to manipulate wood to construct 

toys. The feedback from our students and school community has been extremely positive, and many of our students look forward to 
donating their toys to the Monash Toy Library.

On this page you will notice some of the outstanding artwork our students created, and below you will discover what your child will 
be learning in Term 3.

Prep (Foundation): The focus of Term 3 will be 
understanding Indigenous Australian Aboriginal culture 
through art. Students will begin by creating a snake dot 

drawing where they will learn about the basic patterns and 
‘earthy’ rock colours used by Indigenous Australians. They 

will then experiment with creating intricate paint dots 
before finishing off the term by producing their own dot 

painting.

Year 1 (Levels 1): This Term Level 1 will create various farm 
animals through construction. The purpose of this unit is 

to challenge students' understanding of construction 
through the use of a gradual release of responsibility 

model where students are progressively scaffolded less.

Year 2 (Levels 2): Complimenting the Level 2’s Inquiry Unit 
about ‘Nature’, students will explore the art movements of 

Impressionism and Pointillism through designing their 
own natural scenery template. Then use paint markers to 

colour it in via a pointillist approach. This will ensure 
students create their own unique artwork and will enhance 

their understanding of colour theory.

Year 3 (Levels 3): Students will begin to transform their Visual 
Diaries into an artwork in their own right through a series of 
drawing experiments aimed to increase understanding and 

promote skills of shading and two-point perspective.

Year 4 (Levels 4): Your Year 4 students will paint their wooden 
toys, creating their own unique designs, and will be provided 
with the opportunity to donate their toys to the Monash Toy 

Library

Year 5 (Levels 5): Using their iPads, Level 5 students will explore 
a brief history of photography, and then set about producing 
their own black and white photographs. Special focus will be 
placed on composition, balance, tone (chiaroscuro/lighting) 

and angle. By the conclusion of term, students will have selected 
3 triumphant photos for their photographic portfolio.

Year 6 (Levels 6): Our Level 6 students will obtain, or create, a 
black and white photo of their choice and then reproduce its 
exact tone and scale through learning sophisticated shading 

techniques and producing their own precise grid.

Advanced Art Classes: After a rigorous application process, Mr Hudson will lead a small group of Year 1 & 2 students as they create signs to be placed 
around our wonderful school to assist the GWPS community when they visit our school.

After School Art Classes
New Star Art School are continuing
afterschool art classes throughout
the term. There are 2 art classes, F-2.
& Years 3-6.
Where: F-2: Art Room $580

3-6: 1SR (next door to the Art 
Room)
When: Throughout the term every
Wednesday from 3:45-5:15.
For more information please contact
Yaping on 0417 104 975 or e-mail
yaping.jiang@gmail.com

Art Displays
Be sure to regularly look for new 

displays in the main corridor, or on 
display boards, around the school 

showing the students’ fantastic 
learning!



Music
Welcome back to another big term at GWPS. I hope everyone had a restful holiday and is energized for 
Term 3. This term we are delighted to provide the opportunity for our fantastic students to participate 
in the School Concert and the Victorian State School Spectacular!

Prep (Foundation)
This term students will be introduced to 
listening for one or two sounds in their class 
songs. They will also be composing short 
rhythmic patterns.

Year 1 (Level 1)
Level 1 Students will be introduced to Ta and Ti-
Ti in a visual form. Students will begin basic 
rhythmic dictation using their prior knowledge 
of one and two sounds.

Year 2 (Level 2)
Students in Level 2 will be introduced to 
composition using dynamics. They will create a 
scary story using different volumes and sounds.

Year 3 (Level 3)
Students will be taking the poetry they write in 
their classrooms and transforming it into a rap 
using GarageBand.

Year 4 (Level 4)
Level 4 students will be introduced to 
basic composition skills. They will 
explore the Elements of Music using 
GarageBand.

Year 5 (Level 5)
Students in Level 5 will use their 
instrumental skills and arrange their 
own songs. Students are also 
responding to music using a Listening 
Diary.

Year 6 (Level 6)
Level 6 learners are creating their own 
small ensembles using their 
instrumental skills from last semester. 
They are also completing a Listening 
Diary and responding to different 
genres of music.



Band and Choir
Band, Senior & Junior Choir are all busily working on pieces to perform at the School Concert.
Band is currently focusing on adding dynamics and texture when playing in an ensemble.
Senior and Junior Choir are still working on intervals and maintaining their pitch while singing. They 
are sounding fantastic from the hard work students are putting in.

Victorian State School Spectacular (VSSS)
The students are having a wonderful time preparing and rehearsing for VSSS. Mass Choir have 
already had one Town Hall Rehearsal and were excited at seeing how many schools are a part of the 
production. We are still rehearsing Thursday lunchtimes and have another Town Hall Rehearsal 
coming up in August. Mass Dance have been tirelessly rehearsing every Tuesday for the last six 
months. Their dances are coming together in preparation for Production Week in Week 9.

School Concert
Classes are enthusiastically learning their concert songs with their classroom teachers. Classes are 
either preparing songs to sing, dance or do both! Students are now learning the finale song in Music 
and practicing in their classroom. The Concert is going to be an amazing event and students are 
putting in a huge amount of effort.

Advanced Music
This term Yr. 5 & 6 (Level 5 & 6) are undertaking Advanced Music. Students will dive into film 
composition and compose short pieces to silent cartoons, explore composition techniques and film 
their own clip to compose a short soundtrack to.



Term Three Language – Mandarin
Welcome back to Term Three, we hope everyone has enjoyed their Term Three holidays. Last term students

were engaged in learning language that was associated with their year level inquiry unit. During Term Two

students explored and celebrated the Dragon boat festival during language lessons. This term, students will

be celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival and will begin a new unit of learning associated to their Inquiry

topic.
Foundation

During Semester One Prep students have

learnt to say colours in Mandarin. This term

they will be focussing on family, where they

will learn the names of their family

members in Mandarin as well as how to

introduce their family members in

Mandarin.
Year 1

In Year 1, students have so far learnt to

introduce their family and how to say

names of mini beasts in Mandarin. To link in

with their Inquiry unit, this term learners

will be learning names of fruits and possibly

vegetables.

Year 2
The Year 2s have so far have learnt

traffic and transportation vocabulary

and different types of food in Mandarin.

This term students will be focusing on

how to say places in the community in

Mandarin. Year 3

The Year 3 students will be learning

about Chinese character. They will be

focusing on the history of the Chinese

character, the development and rule of

Chinese writing. During the learning

sequence, students are expected to

develop the cultural awareness and

enhance the accuracy of hand writing.

At the end of this term, they will be

creating a poster about the history of

Chinese characters.

Year 4

Students in this level will be focusing on the

topic “Weather”. Learners will be able to

read/recognise and apply the correct

vocabulary to describe weather and the

seasons in a simple dialogue. By the end of

this term, students will demonstrate their

learning by making a weather forecast in

Mandarin. Year 5

The Year 5 students will be learning about going

out to a Chinese restaurant. They will focus on

how to order food at a Chinese restaurant using

specific words and phrases and how to order

something to eat and drink. They will also learn

to describe how things taste in Mandarin. At the

end of the unit, students will perform a role-

play and design a menu in Mandarin.

Year 6

Students in Year 6 will be investigating the most significant

historical sites in China. They will demonstrate their

understanding by completing a number of research projects and

present their findings in class. Students will also learn some

essential words and sentences for travelling in Mandarin. By the

end of this unit, they will design a unique trip to China and

share their learning with their peers.

After School Mandarin 

Classes

When: From 1st August 

Tuesday.

Who: Students in Year 1 

to Year 2

Where: The language 

classroom (ELC end)

When: Every Tuesday 

from 3:30pm to 4:15pm

Chinese Choir

When: Lunch time, Every 

Friday

Where: The language 

classroom

Chinese Character 

Writing Competition 

Final

When: Week 4

Moon Festival



Physical Education
Foundation, Year 1 and Year 2

In Term 3, Foundation, Year One and Two students will continue to be encouraged to demonstrate 

positive PE behaviors such as participation, encouraging others, taking turns and following the rules 

for fair play. Students will also be encouraged to create personal goals for areas they need to 

improve on in their fundamental motor skills. They will participate in a Dance Unit, where they will 

explore the way their body moves to music. Students will also have the opportunity to look at 

themselves performing some gymnastics skills and create personal goals for areas to improve. They 

will also be given lots of opportunity to skip with a rope to develop skills in this area.

Foundation students will continue to develop their ball skills with bouncing, throwing and catching. 

They will also be introduced to leaping and dodging to assist them in minor games.

Year One students will continue to develop their fundamental motor skills such as leaping, dodging, 

overarm throwing and kicking.

Year Two students will continue to develop their fundamental motor skills such as, overhand 

throwing, kicking and forehand throw. These will be taught through minor games and skills in tennis, 

badminton and rugby.

Year 3 and 4
Year 3 students will continue to develop 

their specific sport related skills to prepare 

them for more advanced sport in the senior 

primary years. They will do this through 

units in soccer, AFL, hockey, tennis, 

badminton, as well as activities which will 

continue to improve their fine motor skills.

Year 4 will take part in Hoop Time for the 

first time, using their basketball skills 

learning in term 2 and applying to a school 

based competition. Year 4's will continue to 

refine skills in soccer, AFL, hockey, tennis 

and badminton.

Year 5 and 6
Year 5 students will continue their invasion game units with soccer, AFL and hockey. From 

there we will move on to bat games including tennis, badminton and badminton. Year 5's will 

continue to prepare for next years interschool sport involvement and pay particular attention 

to the need to take a more active involvement in their own fitness leading to a lifetime 

involvement in sport.

Year 6 will begin Term 3 with a continuation of their invasion game unit. Soccer, AFL, and 

hockey will allow students to continue their sport specific development, as well as refining 

skills in throwing, catching, kicking and striking. Students will develop concepts of space and 

position, and refine game sense knowledge and strategy .

This term the students in Year 5 and 6 students will benefit from guest coaches from 

the Collingwood Football Club as well as an advanced sport program specifically aimed at 

increasing participation and confidence in all our senior female students.



Advanced Maths
Important Dates

Welcome back to Term 3! The beginning of a new semester brings a new group of 

children into the Advanced Maths Curriculum. As I write this, I am in the midst of 

testing students in Grade 2 -6 to see who will be able to participate in Advanced 

Maths in Semester 2.

As the Advanced Maths program is very popular, this is a good opportunity to explain 

to our community how students are chosen to participate in testing.

I use our reporting data base, Accelerus, to determine which students are rated at 

significantly above and well above the expected skill level based on the previous 

semester’s report. I also take into account the thoughts of your child’s classroom 

teacher as they are the people who have taught and assessed your child’s 

mathematics abilities and skills.

Once I have tested and corrected each child’s assessment I proceed to put groups 

together based on who has achieved the highest level of assessment. Each semester I 

have four groups of Year 6, three groups of Year 5, two groups each of Year 3 and 4 

and one group of Year 2. 

If your child is not selected in Advanced Maths class this year, please be aware that 

the standard is unbelievably high. If your child has been tested and has been 

unsuccessful it still means that they are achieving well above the expected level. As 

Glen Waverley Primary School prides itself on Individualised learning, your child’s 

needs are still being met in his or her classroom program. May I take this 

opportunity to encourage all families to continue working with your children as this is 

pivotal to ensuring the children are 'set up for success' at home, school and in the 

future.

Wednesday 26th July

Olympiad 3

Thursday July 27th

Australian Maths

Competition

Wednesday 16th 

August

Olympiad 4

Wednesday 6th 

September

Olympiad 5



Multimedia & Digital Learning
News Group

Students from Levels Five and Six have the opportunity to apply for News Group again in Semester Two. As part of 
these sessions, students are learning all about Journalism and News Media! As well as learning about what makes news 

‘newsworthy’, they will produce their own news report to be shared with the school later in Term 4!

Radio & Podcasting Group
This semester, students from Levels Four and Five have had the opportunity to be part of this Multimedia group. In Radio & 

Podcasting Group students have begun the term by setting a goal that they would like to work  towards.
The amazing learners are now beginning to learn about voice production. Students will explore voice projection, diction and 

intonation with a view of  understanding how their voice sounds when recorded before developing their own podcast.

Concert Production
This term a group of students are working feverishly and with great enthusiasm to create the video element of the School 

Concert. Students are working through the different stages of filming including writing scripts, auditioning actors, filming scenes 
and applying post production editing skills to create an amazing video that they cannot wait to share with the community in 

Week 7!

Radio Committee
The Radio Committee are the team in charge of managing the school’s Radio Station – ‘The Mix’. At the end of Term Two 

they sought feedback from students across the school and are working towards improving their broadcasts based on 
responses they received. As a team, the learners are continuing to increase the engagement of the younger year levels by 

having them share their learning achievements during lunchtime broadcasts! 


